The randomization procedure in the study of categorization of multidimensional stimuli by pigeons.
Pigeons categorized rectangles varying in both height and width in an adaptation of a method used by Ashby and colleagues for the cognitive and neuropsychological analysis of human decision bounds for ill-defined categories. Optimal decision bounds were defined in a stimulus space in which the point (x,y) corresponded to a rectangle with width x and height y. Four tasks defined the following 4 optimal bounds: x = y, x = c, x = y + d, and (x-a)2 + (y-b)2 = r2, where a, b, c, d, and r were constants given by a task. Estimated decision bounds for individual pigeons conformed approximately to the optimal decision bound in each of the 4 tasks. The new method suggests a way to (a) integrate the disparate literature on ill-defined visual concepts and on optimal performances in nonhuman animals; (b) compare how humans and nonhuman animals categorize ambiguous, multidimensional configural stimuli; (c) model how nonhuman animals categorize naturalistic stimuli; and (d) infer that pigeons' categorizations of naturalistic stimuli may be remarkably close to optimal.